
Response to 
Recovery

Conducting wellness checks, 
assisting with staffing issues, 
and sharing critical information 
with employees will ensure your 
operations are back up and 
running safely and smoothly. 

RAVE CORONAVIRUS SOLUTION

As we begin to recover from this pandemic and 

continue marching towards the “new normal”, there 

are a myriad of technologies that may be able to help. 

However, it’s not about boiling the ocean. You need to 

find a scalable solution that is easy to use, reliable, 

and quick to deploy.

At Rave, we can help manufacturing facilities, 

locations, and/or plants surface critical data 

to monitor the health of employees through 

polling capabilities to easily fill shifts and target 

communications that will connect all parts of your 

business. We have been connecting facilities with 

key stakeholders across the emergency response 

spectrum for over a dozen years to help prepare, 

respond and recover from any business disruptions  

or health and safety threats.



RESTORE OPERATIONS. 
Conduct automated wellness 
checks on employees to 
ensure they are symptom-free 
before arriving to work. Bringing 
employees back to work safely 
and in good health will restore 
operations and supply chains. 

REDUCE LIABILITY. 
Send direct messages to all 
staff, specific groups, offices 
and locations, and/or remote 
workers via text, email or voice. 
Leverage technology to collect 
data, monitor employee health 
status, and share custom 
content such as health and 
financial resources, social 
distancing protocols, new 
timecard or overtime policies, 
office openings/closures, and 

shift changes.

RECOVERY COORDINATION.
Utilize one-click conferencing 
to gather key stakeholders 
across your organization and 
collaborate with the response 
team on strategic decisions. 
Provide access to critical 
information, fill shifts to ensure 
no staff shortages, and send in 
anonymous tips.

EMPLOYEE SUPPORT. 
Facilitate rapid isolation for 
individuals who have tested 
positive or are at-risk and offer 
available community resources 
for those in need. Provide a 
channel to update employees 
on accessibility to medical 
care, food, childcare and other 
needs through easy-to-consume 
notification capabilities.

Monitoring the Status of 
Your Workforce 
Keeping the supply chain moving with a full, 
and healthy staff is paramount. Complement 
contact tracing, social distancing, and other 
reopening activities with cost-effective and 
easy-to-use solutions to help you prepare and 
protect your employees as operations come 
back up and running.



EMPLOYEE SAFETY.
Drive targeted, actionable, efficient communications and encourage employees 
to better protect themselves and your organization. Make sure everyone is 
staying safe and smart both in, and out, of the office by providing updates on 
challenges and clarity around new protocols involving good hygiene and 
social distancing.

MANAGE DISRUPTED SUPPLY CHAINS.
Ensure the right technologies are in place to collect and assess data 
around the health of your corporation. Update and communicate new 
and changing policies around things like shift schedules, people coming 
in and out, workstation cleaning, or assembly line best practices.

IMPROVED RESPONSE. 
Provide the ability for employees to report on working conditions and  
self-report symptoms or violations, such as confidential tips of health or 
safety violations. Offer additional services, monitor isolation activities, and 
measure outcomes as the new normal continues to evolve.

Creating and Executing  
a Path to Mitigation 
Targeting daily communications with 
employees, assigning clear responsibility 
for next steps, and collaborating with 
government agencies, public health and 
safety agencies, and first responders will be 
key as we work to reopen effectively.

Help your employees feel heard and safe:

Gauge concerns around returning to  
work or remote operations

Be transparent with consistent  
communication

Provide safeguards in the workplace to  
mitigate future incidents, such as new  
outbreaks, weather, or distraught workers

Implement a way to provide feedback

Check in as the situation progresses



Proven and Reliable

Easy to Use

Fast to Deploy

Quick Time to Value

Reduced Risk Liability

Rave Mobile Safety supports your fight against coronavirus 

from response to recovery. We provide critical technologies 

and data that can help coordinate and communicate your 

action plan for employees. Keep your company safe and 

motivated as you take key steps to repoen with our  

Back-to-Work Planning Checklist.

Why Rave?

888-605-7164 sales@ravemobilesafety.com www.ravemobilesafety.com

Phase One
Start with your employees.

Prepare the physical workplace.

Revise employee handbooks.

Order needed supplies.

Think of all possible safety scenarios.

Communicate new policies, schedules, or details.

Phase Two 

Evaluate when to ease restrictions.

Segment communications.

Allow temporary staff or visitors to opt into communications.

Provide anonymous tip line.

Plan for remote worker needs.

Check in on employees.

Phase Three
Clean up distribution lists.

Keep a positive culture.

Reevaluate communication process.

Back-to-Work 
Planning Checklist

For more information on this checklist, please read our blog,  
The Key Elements to Back-to-Work Planning for 
Your Organization. 

https://hubs.ly/H0qt3L20
https://hubs.ly/H0qt3L20

